An extension project for the Fukumasu kindergarten in Ichihara, Chiba.

We were asked to convert an existing steel warehouse at the beginning, however, we had to newly-build on the way of the project. We provided huge air volume to enables children to run around in the building by readymade tent warehouse, which is inexpensive to buy and maintain. It also covers the freely folded wooden walls as interior. The walls resolute the monotonousness of warehouse, form various spaces, and continue to out of tent as cafe space which is coated by FRP. On the first floor, we made the height of walls following the ceiling height or programs, and reinforced by diagonal brace on the week parts. To begin with the diversion of ready-made tent warehouse, when we have to change the design, we achieved the space having complexity and generosity, because the record of update is remained.

We would like to pursue this kind of process of design called “Adhocism”.